
 
COMUNE DI BORGHETTO SANTO SPIRITO 

 (Provincia di Savona) 
 
 

Imposta di Soggiorno 
 

AUTOCERTIFICAZIONE AI FINI DELL’ESENZIONE DELL’IMPO STA DI SOGGIORNO 
(Dichiarazione resa ai sensi degli artt. 46-47 del D.P.R.. 445/2000 nonché dell’art. 5 del Regolamento comunale per l’imposta di soggiorno) 

 

I the undersigned __________________________________________________________________________________  

born at ________________________________ on ____/_____/______(CIF/SSN/NIN) ___________________________  

[Tax identification number (if provided for in the host country of origin)] 

resident in (State and Town) _________________________________________________ province. ________________  

address _______________________________________________________________________n° _________________  

ZIP/Postcode_____________________ e-mail ___________________________________________________________  
 

DECLARE 
 

That I stayed from _______________________ to ___________________________at the accommodation facility named 

_________________________________________________________________for one of the following purposes, as a: 

 
� people working for the accomodation with a study or contractual relationship and not resident in Borghetto S.S. (lett. c); 
 
� volunteers offering their service in Borghetto S. Spirito on the occasion of environmental emergency (lett. d); 
 
� people who are hosted in the accomodation and who are at Public Authority disposal due to emergency situations (lett. e); 
 
� people offering rehabilitating therapies in structures located in Borghetto S. Spirito or in the Province (lett. f) ; 
 
� people assisting patients admitted to health facilities located in this town or in the province, up to one person per patient 

(lett. g); 
 
� both parents accompanying subjects referred to in letter f) and patients referred to in letter g), when under 18 (lett. h); 
 
� bus drivers and tourist guides assisting organized groups. Organized groups should be composed by at least 20 people 

and the journey should be organized through package travel by a professional operator though one single booking. He 
should be lodged in the same accomodation, save in exceptional circumstances (lett. i ); 

 
� disabled and not self-sufficient people, whose conditions are certified by the existing regional and/or national regulation of 

country of origin, and one person caring for them (lett. j ); 
 
� people belonging to the State and local police and other armed forces, as well as firefighters accomodated for service 

requirements (lett. k);  

aware of the responsibilities and penalties provided by law for false claims and false statements, under their own personal responsibility 
(art. 76 DPR 28/12/2000 n. 445), and informed / a that the data provided will be used under the D Lgs. 196/2003. 

 

Date, ___________________                                                                                          the declarer 

                                                                                                          _________________________  


